
Design (Colour, Pattern, Motif, Series)

Line 2in1

Product Division Mobile Phone

Shade of colour Black

Connectivity (Connection)

Thread/Connection 1/4" (6.4 mm), Smartphone holder

Field of Application

Recommended Use Mobile Phone/Photo/Video

Use Photo, Video (3D)

Size & Weight

Min. Height - Max. Height 18 -21 cm

Weight 270 g

Physical Properties

Handle None

Material Plastic Material

Tripod Head 3D Ball Head

Hama "Solid II, 21B" Table Tripod, with "BRS2" Bluetooth Remote Trigger
Monopods & Tripods | Mini Pod

Even for well-practised influencers, an Instagram story or funny TikTok video does not always work out first time. Our mini-tripod
with selfie function guarantees wobble-free pictures, even if your arm is getting heavy. Our remote trigger also makes camera
assistants superfluous.
- Stable and robust workmanship with high-quality materials and screwed-in rather than bonded components to guarantee a
tripod with a long service life
- The ball head allows perfect alignment for shots in portrait and landscape format
- Its compact size makes it ideal for travelling, holidays, hikes and outdoor trips
- 2in1 system for smartphones, universal 1/4" thread
Desktop Tripod:
- Tripod legs can be pulled out in 4 stages: adjustable via moving engagement mechanism at the press of a button on the inside of
the tripod legs
- Tripod legs can be adjusted individually in order to adapt the tripod perfectly to different surfaces and images
- For a smartphone width from 5.9 – 9.0 cm (in horizontal format) thanks to the extendable clamp spring holder
- Double-folding smartphone holder for space-saving and secure transport that protects mechanical parts
- Rubber finish on the handle and thread protects against scratches
- Cold shoe for attaching LED lights and microphones, for example
- Rubber feet for firm grip on smooth, slippery and uneven surfaces
- With aluminium inserts and Nylon-reinforced plastic for additional stabilisation
- Can be used completely folded up as a selfie monopod
Bluetooth release:
- For smartphone cameras, ideal for selfies and unusual angles
- Connection via Bluetooth directly with the smartphone
- Better focusing, faster snapshots, resulting in better pictures and sharp, un-blurred selfies
- If the smartphone is positioned in a suitable spot, both arms can remain free
- Hand strap
- Perfect for party and group shots, range of up to 10 m captures a much wider image field
- Independent of self-trigger mode
- Small and compact, for storing in the holder's cold shoe
- Can be switched off, preventing accidental triggering while being transported
- Removable
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